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Nowruz – the Persian New Year – is one of the world’s great festivals, a full month of activities
celebrating the earth, the arrival of spring, and the rebirth of nature. Most of all, it is a festival for
families. Children and adults alike can share in preparing special meals, decorating the house,
and performing the many ceremonies that welcome the New Year. This book is a guide to
customs thousands of years old yet as vital as ever – enjoyable for families no matter where they
live or what their beliefs.Happy Nowruz offers twenty-five fun, easy, and innovative Nowruz
recipes, with lots of photos to show you what to do. This is an ideal guide for parents, teachers,
and kids – age six and older – to know more about the origins of Nowruz and to get everyone
involved in preparing for the arrival of spring by: • baking Haji Firuz cookies • germinating seeds
in eggshells • coloring eggs • making a Nowruz garland • jumping over fires • setting the Haft-
sinn (seven-s) holiday table • planting narcissus and hyacinth bulbs • selecting and buying
goldfish • banging spoons for trick-or-treating • cooking the Nowruz dinner • enjoying the
Outdoor Thirteen picnic

"Combining a cookbook format with straightforward, informational text, this amply illustrated title
offers a detailed introduction to the history and customs surrounding Nowruz, the Persian New
Year. Beginning spreads cover the holiday's historical roots and traditional preparations, outlined
in clear explanations and activities broken down into highlighted steps. Later pages focus on
recipes, starting with safety cautions for both adults and children. From flatbreads to fish strips to
Popsicle desserts, the featured dishes adhere to international kid tastes. The covered spiral
binding allows pages to remain open while cooking, and the uncluttered, attractive format,
featuring color photos of kids in the kitchen and whimsical illustrations, will attract interested
browsers. Much more than just a recipe collection, this compendium of customs and cookery
about a holiday rarely covered in books for youth will be of great value." --Booklist, Gillian
Engberg --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverNowruz ? the Persian
New Year ? is one of the world?s great festivals, a full month of activities celebrating the earth,
the arrival of spring, and the rebirth of nature. Most of all, it is a festival for families. Children and
adults alike can share in preparing special meals, decorating the house, and performing the
many ceremonies that welcome the New Year. This book is a guide to customs thousands of
years old yet as vital as ever ? enjoyable for families no matter where they live or what their
beliefs.Happy Nowruz offers twenty-five fun, easy, and innovative Nowruz recipes, with lots of
photos to show you what to do. This is an ideal guide for parents, teachers, and kids ? age six
and older ? to know more about the origins of Nowruz and to get everyone involved in preparing
for the arrival of spring by: ? baking Haji Firuz cookies ? germinating seeds in eggshells ?
coloring eggs ? making a Nowruz garland ? jumping over fires ? setting the Haft-sinn (seven-s)



holiday table ? planting narcissus and hyacinth bulbs ? selecting and buying goldfish ? banging
spoons for trick-or-treating ? cooking the Nowruz dinner ? enjoying the Outdoor Thirteen picnic --
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorNajmieh Batmanglij is the leading
authority on Persian cooking and the bestselling author of the award-winning New Food of Life:
Ancient Persian and Modern Iranian Cooking and Ceremonies, which the Los Angles Times
called "The definitive book on Iranian cooking." In Happy Nowruz: Cooking with Children to
Celebrate the Persian New Year, Najmieh Batmanglij shares her childhood memories of Nowruz
in Iran as well as the many inventive ways she has celebrated Nowruz with her own children as
they grew up in America. This book also includes detailed descriptions of the Nowruz
ceremonies as well as 25 recipes for cooking Nowruz dishes and pastries with children.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.From BooklistCombining a cookbook format with
straightforward, informational text, this amply illustrated title offers a detailed introduction to the
history and customs surrounding Nowruz, the Persian New Year. Beginning spreads cover the
holiday’s historical roots and traditional preparations, outlined in clear explanations and activities
broken down into highlighted steps. Later pages focus on recipes, starting with safety cautions
for both adults and children. From flatbreads to fish strips to Popsicle desserts, the featured
dishes adhere to international kid tastes. The covered spiral binding allows pages to remain
open while cooking, and the uncluttered, attractive format, featuring color photos of kids in the
kitchen and whimsical illustrations, will attract interested browsers. Much more than just a recipe
collection, this compendium of customs and cookery about a holiday rarely covered in books for
youth will be of great value. Grades 4-8. --Gillian Engberg --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Geena, “Very Good. I really like the book - the easiest to use of all of her cook books. As the
mother of two children with an Iranian father, this book really helped us to incorporate
celebrating Nowruz into our family traditions. The bean soup (ash-e resh-te) recipe was great.
We made the cream puffs and that turned out delicious (couldn't get the temperature reading
she suggests, but they were fine anyway). I also made red rice with green beans (a childhood
favorite of my husband's) - we loved it. Regarding the recipes here are a few tips:1. the author
always stipulates way more onion than necessary, so cut it by at least half.2. You can leave out
the saffron - the recipe will still be good.3. You can substitute sour cream for Kashk (whey) - I do
this all the time in the eggplant dip.”

analyzethis, “This helped me have a great party for ADULTS. OK I cheated I bought this for
myself, figuring that my skill level as a non-Persian adult was probably on about the level of a
Persian child. And I was right! This is a great book if you want to dip your toe in the charming
New Year customs of the Persian world (Iran, Afghanistan, Kurdistan) with recipes that are easy
to follow.”

R. K, “Great book!. I love that this cookbook has traditional recipes and information about the
Persian New Year. The photos and descriptions are terrific. My only complaint is that some of
the recipes have ingredients that are not easy to come by, and no substitutions are noted (nor is
there info on whether some of the minor, hard to find ingredients could be omitted, if necessary).”

Peace, “Great resource for Iranian families.. This is a great book for Iranian families around the
world. Lots of great ideas for celebrating this lovely holiday with your children. I love her recipes
and the photos are great.”

Farhang, “Nice Book. It is a recipe book. This was an impulsive shopping but I am glad I did it. It
is a nice book with good cooking recipes and some useful information about Iranian culture.”

S. Ghazi, “Great book!. Lovely illustrations and simple and nice recipes. Nice book to share with
kids and adults alike.My kids love it.”

tara allan, “makes a nice gift for someone with or without children. This is a grest book, makes a
nice gift for someone with or without children.”

Jennifer, “Great great great. Its all i wanted.....Even more as its for adult and children.A perfect
way to learn how to cook, what the persian new year is all about, the historical side of Iran”

Greet IT-er, “Children can cook Persian goodies. These are great recipes for getting children



involved in Persian cooking. The author has several other books on Persian cooking for adults
which are pretty much classics. If you want to cook Persian food she is the author to go for.”

The book by Najmieh Batmanglij has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 27 people have provided feedback.
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